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Track Selection: 
 

The Prize (1992) 

Little Sally Walker (1984) 

1/2 the World is Made of) Women  (1982) 

The Question Asked (2007) 

Saturday (1992) 

 I See Pictures (1981)  

Must Have Lost My Mind (For a Minute) (1992) 

She’s Winning the War for Daddy (1982) 

The Stars (2009) 

The Sky (2008) 

In the Big Time (2000) 

Cars Keep Moving (1983) 

The Ballad of Jeffrey and Susanne (1988) 

Relativity (2006) 

I’m Your Man (1991) 

Release Date            10/06/09 
Format      CDR 
Wholesale Price CD  $8.15 
Catalog Number         GM1002 
Suggested List              $12.99 
File Under:        Rock/Pop 

 
UPC  # 7-18483-10022-3 

Green Monkey is rather pleased to present Tom Dyer – Songs from 

Academia Vol. 1: Songs with Singing, 1981 - 2009. The 14 

song (plus top secret bonus track) album is Dyer’s first official release since 

1984 and is available for download at www.GreenMonkeyRecords.com, “pay 
what you want.”  Music aficionados may also purchase the Deluxe Edition 

online, which includes Four Panel Printed Eco-sleeve, Printed Insert & Full-

Color CDR duplicated using MFQA® (Master Full Quality Audio), as well 

downloadable MP3s for Mr. iPod. 

The album cuts a wide swath stylistically, ranging from “mad-bull in a China 

shop” real-band-rock, to experimental studio pop where Dyer plays anything 

required, from saxophone to Theremin. Dyer reflects, “I am excited to finish this 
project exactly at its scheduled time. When I set the goal of October, 2009 

those 28 years ago, it seemed like a stretch. I really think this project shows 

how an artist can develop if they set their mind to it and have a good 

calendar.” 

What  Band? 

Tom Dyer plays most of this stuff. The other nice people who helped are all 

listed on the sleeve. They all sound great! 
 

Stuff to Know 

 GMR Prez Tom Dyer moonlights as President of Argosy University, Seattle,   

a small, mostly graduate institution with degrees in Psychology, Education, 

Business, Criminal Justice and Liberal Arts (www.argosy.edu/Seattle). 

 This is the first release in the new GMR digital download/Deluxe Edition 

format. Upcoming releases include the Green Pajamas – Book of Hours and 

Songs from Academia Vol.2: Instrumentals and Spoken Word. 

 GMR website (www.GreenMonkeyRecords.com) features streaming “Album 
of the Month” with GMR artists and various other cruddy NW stuff from the 

distant past.  
Some Ancient Quotes 

“Quirky pop music … worth checking out just for the brilliant Half the World is 

Made of Women.”  The Rocket 
 

 “Dyer alone manages to sound almost as diverse as the 15 bands on Local 

Product.”   Dawn Anderson – Backfire  
 

“Cars Keep Moving is an insanely witty ditty. Dyer …must be the musical genius 

of Seattle!”  JR - Trout Rodeo 
 

“I don’t know if TD should be taken too seriously – a pinch of salt or be 

committed, but for some reason this smacks of reality.”  Eer Meet 

 

Distribution:  Green Monkey Records 
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